


























































































































































































72 Jonathan Loar 

lagta hai). This recalls the Indian government's public campaign, especially 
pronounced in the 1970s, valorizing the two-child family and its use of the 
slogan, "a small family is a happy family" (chhota parivar, sukhi parivar). 
The synesthetic quality of Bhushan's :film thus intersects with the historical 
context of its 1977 release as this Sai Baba speaks to the audience about 
important socio-politica! issues of their day.6 

A number of verses in the Satcharita speak to the transformative power 
of reading or hearing Baba's life story, and haptic qualities are rich for 
exploration. Here, we emphasize that Bhushan's film, like Das Ganu's 
Bhaktililamrita and Dabholkar's Satcharita, engage Baba's lamp-lighting 
miracle in various ways. Other works, as well, add new characters and 
dramatic situations to enrich the telling of the lamp-lighting miracle.7 

For insights, one may refer to Andrew Quintman's (2014: 3) study of the 
Tibetan saint Milarepa in such productions resulting in a "graduai process 
of embodiment," an accretion of information and significance attached to 
a holy person's !ife and legacy. In the case of Baba, the lamp-lighting can 
be a story about honesty, egalitarianism, or faith-or it can be about all of 
these at the same time. Noting such twists and turns is to piace the study 
of Shirdi Sai Baba in conversation with scholarship on other South Asian 
religious figures such as Mirabai (Hawley 2005), Namdev (Novetzke 2008), 
and Swami Rama Tirtha (Rinehart 1999). Lively questions are raised con
cerning history and hagiography as authors and filmmakers alike reshape a 
miracle story, or even a saint, through new hermeneutical frameworks. For 
now, it suffices to remember that all acts of interpretation are provisional 
and unfold according to the times, places, voices, and mediums of inter
preters. And one can see how ali accounts deepen senses of Baba's gifts to 
those looking to him. 

Notes 

For more on Shirdi Sai Baba's practice of khanda yoga and the seventy-two 
hours of sarnadhi, see chapters seven and forty-four, respectively, in Dabhol
kar's Shri Sai Satcharita. 

2 Das Ganu (2010 [1906]: verse 31:33). Bere, Das Ganu refers to Baba's miracle 
as !ila (also written leela, a divine figure's playfulness). In Marathi-language 
accounts, both fila and chamatkar refer to Baba's miraculous doings, while the 
term lita can also refer to storìes about his !ife more broadly. 

3 Dabholkar (2008 [1930]: verses 26:142 and 11:132). In the Satcharita, Dabhol
kar describes an improbable event (aghatit ghatani) in which Baba prevents 
the suicide of Gopal Narayan Ambadekar, an employee in the excise depart
ment of the colonia! government. In this story, Baba is the motivating force 
behind a chance meeting between Ambadekar and one of Baba's devotees, 
Sagun Meru Naik, who points Ambadekar to a religious text that ameliorates 
his depression. Also in the Satcharita, Dabholkar describes Baba's miracu
lous ways (vindan) as inconceivable (atarkya). Reference is made to the time 
that Baba protected everyone in Shirdi during a terrible thunderstorm. In the 
midst of strong winds and driving rain, he yelled and yelled at the storm with 
his own forceful roars, which caused the violent weather to abate. 
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Figure 3.2 Financial resources ofthe Shri Sai Baba Sansthan Trust, 2018. 

Source: Chart by Kiran Shinde. 
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as fixed deposits and gold deposits in banks are yielding high returns. The 
Sansthan also has bought large parcels of land for residential and commer
cial developments. It now owns about twenty percent of the area of Shirdi 
(interview with officiai from Nagar Panchayat, Shirdi). 

On the income side, some changes are evident over years as seen 111 
Figure 3.3. While cash-collection in the charity's donation boxes has 
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Figure 3.3 Trends across main sources ofincome from visitors, 2004-2018. 

Source: Chart by Kiran Shinde. 
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diminished, generai donations for projects have increased. Devotees are 
keen to support completìon of projects proposed by the Sansthan through 
generai donations. Similarly, funds for anna-daan (food alms) continue to 
increase, for devotees believe that making anna-daan is a good seva (service) 

for Sai Baba. It ìs not surprising, then, that the Sansthan was able to feed 
more than fifteen million vìsitors in 2017-2018, at an average of more than 

40,000 a day (see Figure I.6). 
Like anna-daan, the Sansthan had been mindful of the necessity of rituals 

for devotees to express their devotion to Sai Baba, and it has promoted them 
(Pandya 2014). Rituals are now the mainstay of the pilgrimage economy. 
Williams highlights the connections: 

Devotees may sponsor the abhishekam by contacting the Donation 
Office. Vìsitors may also donate cloth for Baba, which will be wrapped 
around the statue. Later, all the cloth that Baba has "worn" is put on 
sale in the Sansthan shop, just a few metres from the mandir. Many peo
ple like to buy cloth that has been sanctìfied in this way and use it for 
their altar or some other sacred purpose (2004: 91). 

The Sansthan has also regularly added more and more items to enhance the 

visual imagery in the tempie. For instance, in 2002, a grand silver throne 
weighing 205 kg was installed (Williams 2004: 91) in the Samadhi Mandir 
to bear the murti o[ Baba. 

With increasing numbers of visitors, the ritual economy has blossomed 
in Shirdi. Around the sacred core of the temple-complex and so within the 
confines of the old village boundary are more than 2000 commerciai estab
lishments including 200 guesthouses for iodgìng, more than 150 private 
homes that rent out rooms, and around 150--200 permanent and temporary 
restaurants (Shinde 2017: 137). Most shops sell Sai Baba novelties, trinkets, 
souvenirs, prasad (sanctified food), and materìals required for tempie wor
shìp such as garlands and sweets (ibid.) (see Figure I.4). These dense com
merciai activities have aiso begun to expand into outer areas and to further 
shape the town of Shirdi. 

Shirdi: The Urban Story 

Shirdi's growth as a pilgrimage center has another side in its transformation 
into an urbanized site. As dìscussed in the previous section, the SSST has 
been the main driver of the pìlgrimage economy and is thus at the center 
of tourism-ied urbanization (Shinde 2017). In thìs section, some key transi
tions will be presented that anchor the urbanization history of Shirdi. 

Shirdi is iocated on a road connecting headquarters of two important 
tehsils�that is, an admìnistratìve unit that covers a few towns and a num
ber of villages as a Mughal legacy followed by the Brìtish colonial admin
istration. Both these tehsils, Rahuri and Kopargaon, have always had 
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reasonable traffic flow of goods and people. During the time of Sai Baba, 
Shirdi had all key institutions and buildings of a typical viUage of a 100 
houses ìnhabited by a 1000 people (Rigopoulos 2020). Besides the struc
tures inhabìted by Sai Baba, there were the village-office, temples, 
ruins of the old fortified wall, a graveyard, and farmlands. Residences were 

al! in dose proximity to each other (Wìlliams 2004: 109-123). Most visitors 
stayed in the facilities that were provìded by the Sansthan, including Booty 
wada and Dixit wada. Accordìng to the 1971 census, Shirdi had a popu]a
tion of 6358 and an area of 3.3 square miles (some 855 ha), and the 
notes that a hospital built in 1964 and a high school were maintained by the 
Sansthan (Kunte 1976). 

The first commerciai hotel in Shirdì opened in 1965 (interview with the 
former Sarpanch). Wìth the popularity of the f irst Sai Baba movie, Shirdi 
ke Sai Baba, many outsiders, but mainly from Bombay, began to invest in 
building hotels in Shirdi, and by the early 1990s, around fifty were regis
tered (Town Planning Department 1992). Many residents of the village, and 
particularly those closely related to stories of Sai Baba, began to expand 
their houses and convert them into lodges and hotels (Williams 2004: 21). A 
descendant of one of the first devotee families of Sai Baba mentioned that 
he had built his first iodge of ten rooms in 1991, and then expanded it to 
thirty-five rooms in 1999 and noted that this was possible because their ser
vice mattered and at least twenty-five percent of customers are repeat guests 
(interviewed by the author). However, such stories are rare and relevant to 
only ten to fifteen percent of hotels owned by locals. About 176 hotels were 
registered with the locai municipal council, but this seems an underestima
tion. According to a member of the hotel association in Shirdi, at least 500 
hotels include around 200 owner-occupied guesthouses, while the remain
ing are commercial. Of these, more than half provide only lodging while 
others offer a combinati on of rooms and meals. Although residents continue 
to enter the hotel industry, close to sixty percent of hotels are now owned 
by outsiders. 

The first ashram (hermitage) in Shirdi was established by a devotee called 
Homi Baba in 1974 (Rigopoulos 2020) and a second called "Saipatham" 
was established in 1989 by a Telugu guru who is fondly known as Babuji 
(Wìlliams 2004: 139). At present, there are some fifteen charitable trusts 
that have built some kind of accommodation, but they are not like the ash

rams (interview with former Sarpanch). Charitable trusts are established by 
lìke-minded devotees generally organized around caste and class groupings, 
and they serve the interests of pilgrims to Shirdì. Construction of facilities 
by the Sansthan created most significant changes to the rural landscape of 

Shirdì: Massive pilgrim-lodges, dining-halls, a hospital, schools, an amuse
ment park, and even a residential colony (a term widely used for accommo
dation of employees) for its own residents. The staff strength of the Sansthan 
has grown from 102 in 1974 (interview with former Sarpanch) to about 
4826 workers, of whom close to 3000 are permanent and under contract 
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(SSST 2018). All need housing, amenities, and facilities, and therefore are 

integrai to the town. 
Despite visitor influx and population growth, Shirdi still represents a rap

idly changing village more than a city (Shinde and Pinkney 2013; Srinivas 
1999). This is mainly owing to the administrative structure through which 
the place was governed until the 1990s. It was a Gram Panchayat unti! 
1990-meaning it was governed by a committee elected by locai inhabit
ants who had little capacity to respond to the broader changes to which 
they were exposed regarding their town. While they took pride in being 
born in Sai Baba's vìllage and serving his devotees, they hardly participated 

directly in the pilgrimage economy, most of which was controlled by the 
Sansthan (interview with the former Sarpanch). The Gram Panchayat was 
only involved in arrangements for supplying potable water to visitors and 
requisite sanitary measures such as anti-cholera inoculations (Kunte 1976). 
The organization was able to provide such services by collecting revenue 
through a pilgrim-tax and a fee from stallholders during fairs. The pil
grim-tax was repealed in the 1990s, and one interviewee pointed out that the 
Sansthan opposed such levies. Abolition of pilgrim-tax drastically reduced 
the resources of the Gram Panchayat, rendering it incapable of doing much 
for the increasing influx of visitors (interview with former President of 
Nagar Panchayat). 

As the population of Shirdi grew to about 15,000 in 1990, the state govern
ment deemed it necessary that Shirdi should be administered as a municipal 
council. This move was resisted by residents, and as a result for thirteen 
years, there were no elections, no elected body to govern, and therefore, a 
Caretaker officer was appointed for administration of Shirdi (interview with 
former President of Shirdi Nagar Panchayat). In June 1999, middle-ground 
was found with declaration of Shirdi as a Nagar Panchayat where all resi
dents would receive concessions from paying taxes for the first year. Only 
in 2001 was the first elected body of the Municipal Council formed, with 
seventeen members. 

Meanwhile, for better planning and management of the town, the state 
government prepared and sanctioned the first statutory Development 
Plan (Master Plan) for Shirdi in 1992. The plan covered an area of 1300 
ha-almost double of the area within the originai village boundary (Town 
Planning Department 1992). Establishing such a plan had significant impact 
on Shirdi. First, the benefits and exemptions that land and property owners 
had enjoyed as residents of a village would be foregone if their land were 
converted to urban uses. Second, now every new construction had to be 
approved by the Town Planning Department (at least in theory), and this 
made residents and investors anxious, leading to a flurry of construction 
activities with hotels, restaurants, and shops constructed almost overnight, 
with most lacking necessary permits. In 2004, Shirdi Nagar Panchayat 
recorded 1500 illegal constructions and encroachments surrounding the 
temple precinct, and tried to remove them (PTI 2004). Third, urban land 
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became more expensive and would bring greater returns for local landown
ers, thus fuelìng speculation in a real estate market.3 

Further push for urbanization was nestled in the ambitious initiative of 
the state government through formation of the Shirdi Urban Development 
Authority (SUDA) in 2009. The state government declared that SUDA 
would pian and develop an area of 106.12 square kilometers around Shirdi 
(Urban Development Department, Government of Maharashtra 2009: 5). 
With great zeal, the Chief Minister cleared infrastructure projects valued 
at INR 20 million (some 225,000 Euros in 2021) for Shirdi (Naik 2009: 
para 5). The most ambitious, such as construction of Shirdì Airport and a 
helipad, have rnaterialized with financial help frorn the Sansthan. Similarly, 
the SSST has collaborated with the Maharashtra State Road Development 
Corporation to finance roads to improve accessibilìty to the increasing 

urban complexìties of Shirdi. However, most other proposals of the SUDA 
have rernained on paper. Nonetheless, such declarations triggered a real 

estate boom in Shirdi and influx of private capitai and speculative invest
rnents (Shinde 2017). 

The population of Shirdi more than doubled in just two decades 
(1991-2011), and now stands dose to 40,000. It could be argued that besides 
recurrent heavy influx of visitors, such growth was due to creati on of large
scale pilgrim ìnfrastructure by the Sansthan and a legislative environment 
that supported urbanization. A timeline of important milestones is pre
sented in Figure 3.4. The income of the Sansthan is a proxy indicator of 
growth of the pilgrimage economy in Shirdi as devised alongsidc major ini
tiatives undertaken by the Sansthan, private-sector activities, and signifi
cant regional and national politica! changes. 

Urban expansion of Shirdi consists of three concentric rings: The dense 
core, its periphery coinciding with the village boundary, and the rural fringe 
(Shinde 2017). The core is dense because of conversion of small houses and 
plots into mixed-use commercial-residential buildings closely packed wall
to-wall with very narrow streets for rnovement. Outside the core but within 
the village boundary, one finds dilapidated structures, extended houses, 

and a mix of many kinds of related buildings. Almost 800 shopkeepers 
rnaintain farms where they cultivate crops of guavas, wheat, and soybeans 
(interview with a locai shopkeeper). Opportunities for speculation lie in the 
rural fringe, where large parcels of land were once cultivated but now pres
ent potcntial for plotted and streamlined development with better roads and 
amenities. These are favored by those who are life-long devotees and are 
seeking spiritual solace in the divine presence of Sai Baba (interview with 
the forrner President of Shirdi Nagar Panchayat). The urban expansion of 
Shìrdi is indicated in Figure 3.5. 

The rapid population growth and urban expansion of Shirdi is accom
panied by problerns typically associated with cities. Traffic jams, vehicular 
noise, and water pollution are ali common (Kankala and Gaikwad 2011) and 
caused by high visitor influx. With an ever-expanding onslaught of pilgrims 
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and massive in-mìgration, Shirdi's social fabric has changed considerably. 
The former Sarpanch lamented in an interview that 

from the earlier famìlies close to Baba, only four or five have contìnued 
to stay in Shirdi .. .. Village comrnunity has disintegrated ... [and] noth
ing like soci al !ife of the village remains now .... Village festivals have 

closed down, ... routes have changed to avoìd crowd near the temple, ... 
[and] locals cannot even take darshan [sìght/view of the divine] now. 

Social fissures also grow frorn the dominating role that the Sansthan has 

acquired due to its politica! power and financial resources. The SSST has 

"handicapped the Nagar Panchayat and its people" (ìnterview wìth the for
mer Sarpanch). As another stated, "now most appointments of trustees and 
management positìons in SSST are politica! and they are not ernotionally 
attached to Shirdi. The trustee board comes generally for festivals only

attachment to the temple only not with Shirdi" (interview with a descendant 
whose forefathers were close to Sai Baba). Members included a state minis
ter, a rnember ofthe State's Legislative Councìl who hails frorn the region, a 

Sessions Judge from the district. On more practical matters, one shopkeeper 
offered an inside story saying that the "SSST only invites known contrac
tors for any building work or tenders and thus excludes locai people.'' That 

there is some truth to the resentment is also evident from the number of 
legai cases in which the Sansthan is entangled and that it must resolve: in 

2017--2018, the legai department ofthe Sansthan had presented twenty-three 
claims in the court while it was fighting 105 cases filed against it (SSST 2018: 
38). Thus, two worlds exist within Shirdi, one that is woven around the SSST 
and devotees and the other the urban village of Shirdi where much ofwhat 

happens is informai and unauthorìzed and therefore has all the trappings of 
a poorly developed place (Shinde 2017). 

Of Chariots, Horses, Elephants, and Guns to Be Fired 

Sai Baba's popularity is well known in academic literature and real life. How 
has such popularity shaped the formati on of Shirdi as the pilgrìmage center 

dedicated to Sai Baba? Are there any other reasons at play in the transition 
of Shirdi from a village to a piace that "never really goes to bed--and that 
is part of the thrill of the piace!" (Williams 2004: 131)? In seeking answers to 

such questions, this chapter has drawn attention to processes instrumental 
to the growth of Shirdi. 

By providing necessary facilities for pilgrirns to take darshan of their 
beloved Sai Baba in the best possible manner, the SSST has not only 
anchored the pilgrimage economy but also acquired a status as a benevolent 
organization. It always had been resourceful, much like Sai Baba himself, 
but the way in which the state has intervened in creating the present-day 
structure is how the SSST has become a very powerful stakeholder in the 
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urban development ofShirdi. Not only has it brought its politica! orientation 
to bear, ìts activitìes have also created fissures. While the SSST's ventures 
seem to respond well to wider demands of devotees, they are also criticized 

by Shirdi's older generation of residents. This said, there is no denying the 
hìghly sìgnificant role of the SSST: A long-term resident of Shirdi stated 
clearly that without Baba there is no Sansthan; without the Sansthan there 
is no Shirdi. While residents accept the authorìty of the SSST as symbolic 
Sai Baba's grace, they must deal with harsh realities of remaining in a rap

idly urbanizing place that in some ways seems to be leaving them behind. 
That such changes are an out come of intense commerciai activities related 

to a pilgrimage economy is no news. But for Shirdi, such realities have many 
layers. Although thc town is dedicated to a modern-day saint and heav
ily guarded and controlled by the Sansthan, Shirdi shares traits typical of 
Hindu pìlgrim-towns. Many devotces have constructed their sccond homes 
and "spiritual retreats" in Shìrdi. Most significantly, many gurus have estab
lished ashrams there so that devotees and followers can practice their ways of 
worshìp to Sai Baba. Similarly, many collectives from caste and class group

ings have organized themselves as charitable trusts and purchased lands for 
buìlding their own pilgrim-lodgcs to facilitate travel of their members to 

Shirdi (Shinde and Pinkney 2013). The story of Shirdi's growth resonates, 
in part, wìth what scholars have found in many other Indian pilgrim-towns 

such as Vrindavan, Banaras, Haridwar, and Nathdwara that are associ
ated with traditional deìties (Freitag 1989; Shinde 2012). However, there is 
a difference in the near absence of a strong architectural language that is 
closely connected with both the monumental heritage structures that were 
once patronized by royalty and the close-knit neighborhoods that developed 
around temples and served priestly classes. The distinct patterns related to 
caste and occupation found in traditional pilgrim-towns are hard to find in 
Shirdi. More could be said, but it must be stressed that while Shirdi does 
exhibit spatial refabulations (see Introduction of this volume) driven by 
religious and spiritual needs, their expressions are related to contemporary 
tourìsm infrastructure. The nature of these changes is aptly demonstrated by 
a reccntly opened religious theme park called Sai-teerth and dedicated to Sai 
Baba, which reproduces the important places ofSai Baba in another location 
within Shirdi itself while providing memorable audio-visual experiences. 

While describing festivities in her guidebook to Shirdi, Williams quotes 
from Charters and Sayings no. 360: "Ycars carlier, Baba had predicted such 
scenes when talking to a few devotees, 'In Shirdi there wiH be huge storied 
buildìngs, grand proccssions will be held, and big men will come. Chariots, 
horses, elephants will come, guns will be fired'" (2004: 66). 

No guns are being fired now, but certainly, the Shirdi of Sai Baba has 
changed dramatically with new buildings and institutions. Just as surely, it 
wìll continue to change with the state figuratively "firing the guns" (through 
the Sansthan) and the private sector bringing in investments of "chariots, 
horses, and elephants." 
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Notes 

Some key Shirdi Sai Baba studìes include McLain (2011), Rigopoulos (1993), 
Shepherd (1986), Srinìvas (1999, 2008), Warren (1999), and Whìte (1972). 

2 In 2021, 100 Indian rupees equalled around 1.15 Euro. 
3 Other problems and challenges with the Development Pian are discussed in 

greater depth in Shinde (2017). 
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4 Routes and Repositories 

Shirdi Sai Baba's Urban Presence 

Smriti Srinivas 

In the Bollywood blockbuster, Amar Akbar Anthony (1977), a Shirdi Sai Baba 
shrine stands off a highway, presumably near the peripheries of Bombay 
(Mumbai). The shrine is located in wooded terrain and provides the setting 

for one of the pivotal moments of the film, which tells the story of the sepa
ration and reconciliation of three brothers, one raised Hindu, one Muslim, 
and one Christian. A crude, unfinished-looking mud wall surrounds the 
shrine, and we follow a blind woman who is escaping pursuers stumbling 
and crawling toward it to the sounds of a song. The building's architecture is 
ambiguous: It looks like a Muslim dargah (grave of a revered person) and a 
Hindu shrine, depending on one's perspective. A cobra guards its walls and, 
facing the garlanded, seated, white murti (embodiment) of Baba in stone or 

plaster, is a bull-probably Nandi; both the cobra and Nandi are associ
ated with the deity Shiva. The building appears to be made of concrete, its 

floor is tiled, and while other images and items of worship inside are mainly 
"Hindu," one catches glimpses of a dangling crescent moon that is a cross
over sign (being associated in iconography with Islam as well as Shiva), and 
there is an openness to the devotional exchanges within. The constituency 
seems to be multi-religious, and Akbar, the Muslim brother, twirling some
times like a dervish, celebrates the saint by singing "Shirdi Wale Sai Baba" 
(Shirdi's Lord Sai Baba): 

.. . O mere Sai deva (O my Lord Sai) 
tere sab naam leva (your name is taken by all) 
juda insaan sare (human beings in ali their difference) 
sabhi tujhko hai pyare (all are beloved to you) 
sune fariyaad sabki (you listen to everyone's cry for help) 
tujhe hai yaad sabki (you keep everyone in mind/you remember 
everyone) ... 1 

An act of grace accompanies the song as a corpothetic transfer of twin 
flames from Baba's eyes that restores the blind woman's sight. W hen her 
sight returns, she sees the image of her three long-lost sons on the saint's 
visage. Coinciding with the release of another popular film (see Loar, this 

DOI: 10.4324/9781003229902-6 
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volume), Shirdi ke Sai Baba (1977), the scene also attests to the visibility of 

Baba as a pan-Indian icon who is the "destination of every traveler" (har 
raahi ki manzi!) or one with a query, as the song claims. 2 

My query is this: What is the relationship between Shirdi Sai Baba's 
images, their powers, ocular or otherwise, and their disposition in urban

rather than national-space? I suggest that the film scene's gesture toward 
roadways, urban peripheries, and the unstable, multiple meanings of the 
shrine and its polyvalent persona (lord/saint/Shiva in his courtldargahl 
tempie) seated in the heart of an incomplete and stili evolving exterior pro
vides an unintended but significant point of departure for exploration. In 
thinking with roads and peripheries, I draw on the generative potential 
of the mobility paradigm that focuses attention on movement and its con
straints as a structuring feature of institutions, spaces, objects, bodies, and 
identities.3 In particular, an engagement with mobilities of various kinds 
spatializes religion's roles.4 By regarding mobility as a property of things 

and people, as circulation, and as geographical movement, urban space can 
be understood as "a process of various replacements and displacements 
articulated with the logics of emergence, transition, and transformation 
that religiosities may express" (Hancock and Srinivas 2018a: 461). 

Exploring such replacements and displacements, I work with the concept 
of routes to indicate the following specifics: Spiritual journeys that bring 
holy persons, seekers, and devotees into intersecting trajectories; pathways 
for the transmission of religious memories and repertoires; roads and high
ways in the city; and the mobile capacities of religious images.5 I am cen
trally interested in spatial designs or architectural forms that I shall call 
repositories to indicate the habitations that come to house religious imagi
nations, memories, and practices in the materi al landscape of the city. These 
include roadside shrines, megachurches or temples, middling temples for 
old or emerging deities, ashrams and hermitages, mosques, tombs of saints 
and mendicants, and even their ruins.6 These may vary in scale, significance, 
or monumentality, but they nevertheless record movements and transfor
mations. Built into materia! and conceptual routes and repositories is tem
porality as an understanding that they emerge over time, acerete, morph 
into new forms, change direction, acquire new meanings, break down, are 
layered, and so on, eliciting our re:flection. 

The first section of this chapter discusses several routes of transmission of 
Shirdi Sai Baba's charisma to Indian and global audiences after his death in 
1918. The second seeks to understand spatial refabulations of Baba's urban 
presence by focusing on Bangalore (Bengaluru), a city founded in the six
teenth century, now a major Indian metropolis and global destination of 
about thirteen million people in South India famously known as India's 
high-tech "Silicon Valley" (Srinivas 2001).7 On several roads and transport 
arteries, in public temples, roadside shrines, and markets, we see how archi
tectural forms, rituals and worship, quotidian lives, and corporea! practices 
of devotees come to be repositories of Shirdi Sai Baba's presence over time, 
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connect the bìographical with the material, and infuse spatiality with religì
osìty. The third section reflects on these processes of spatialization and their 

associated constituencies as well as their significance for the (devotìonal) 
present. 

Unfolding across these sections is a story about a layered sacred geog
raphy of the Deccan--�including not only the Shirdi-Aurangabad regìon in 
northern Maharashtra but ìts counterpart ìn Pandharpur and the Varkaris 
in the south. The Deecani repertoire that is visible in Shirdi Sai Baba's life 
and teachings was remade within expanding routes of inf!uence and affinity 
to cover other Maharashtrian sites such as Pune and Sakori but also other 
Deccan neighbors such as Puttaparthi in Andhra Pradesh and Bangalore 
in Karnataka. It is also, in some ways, a story about an abiding religious 
question in India seen from the Deccan and the south and about colonia! to 
postcolonìal transformations of space: Some spaces of religious polyglossìa 
remained resolutely "local'' while other sites and identities were harnessed 
to become more mobile and un/dis-placed, urban, "national," and some
times, more "Hindu." 

Routes of Tnmsmission8 

The charismatic icon appearing in Amar Akbar Anthony and most Shirdì 
Sai Baba shrines and temples across India represents the Shirdi Samadhi 
Mandir's murti (see Introduction, this volume). While Baba's clothes were 
probably white or uncolored garments, this image takes on many hues and 
accoutrements as it appears on devotees' altars, calendar art, dashboards of 
cars, or as marble murtis in temples. As vehicles in the production of devo
tion, Baba's images range from their immersion in locai cultures to nation
alist and universalist forms of deification. Apart from the mobile capacities 
inherent in these murtis-to which we shall turn in the next section-or 
the development of Shirdi into a pan-Indian site of pilgrimage (see Shinde, 
this volume), there are severa! conduits through which Baba's powers have 
been mobilized for varìous Indian and global publics and his memory trans
formed by oral, materiai, hagiographical, and performative practices.9 

A first route is based on a thematic repertoire of connections between 
religious figures in the past or present. Works on Shirdi Sai Baba bave rec
ognized his lìnks with Sufism, Vaishnava and Vedanta traditions, Kabir, 
Dattatreya, Gorakhnath, and the Nathpanthi order. 10 Thus, White (1972: 
63�78) brings together a number of saints in the Pune and Bangalore areas 
as a coherent and interconnected group that he calls the "Sai Baba move
ment" including Shirdì Sai Baba, Upasni Maharaj, Godavari Mata, and 
Sathya Sai Baba. 11 He identifies Gorakhnath (assocìated with the Kanphata 
yogis and the Nathpanthì order), Dattatreya (a deified early ascetìc pop
ularly ìdentìfied with Shiva, Brahma, and Vishnu), and Kabir (a medie
val saint) as contributing important themes and content to the Sai Baba 
movement. The Shirdi Sansthan cornmittee also suggests that Baba is an 
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incarnation of Dattatreya, a protean figure appearing in several pathways 
from Tantra to networks of Muslim holy men, Maharashtra being a center 

of Datta worship (Deak 2010, Rigopoulos 1998 and this volume). 
The second route is one of spatìal and imaginative affiliation between 

spiritual leaders or pilgrìmage sìtes. Among these leaders, Meher Baba 
(1894-1969) and Upasni Maharaj (1870�1941) appear frequently in connec
tion wìth Shirdì Sai Baba's !ife, having met and stayed with hìm for some 
time. 12 They later created their own devotional followings but interpreted 
Baba's teachings and persona differently-�the former in a largely Sufi and 
the latter in a Vedantìc mode. Another scheme of correspondence and 
complementarìty ìs the idea of five Perfect Masters, a cosmology in which 

the five head an invisible hierarchy of saints and seers (see Deak, this vol
ume). While this cosmology seems to be drawn largely from a Sufi unìverse, 
authors invoke Perfect Masters belonging to a number of traditions. Thus, 
Satpathy (2001: 117) and Haynes (1989: 37--38) suggest a Maharashtrian 
network of Perfect Masters including Hazrat Baba Tajuddin of Nagpur, 
Hazrat Babajan of Pune, Upasni Maharaj of Sakori, Narayan Maharaj of 

Keda Gaon, and Sai Baba of Shirdi. Within Maharashtra, complementarity 
exìsts between the two largest pilgrimage sites today, Shirdi in the north and 
Pandharpur in the south, and a geographical network of sites connects the 
lives of Meher Baba, Upasni Maharaj, and Shirdi Sai Baba. 

A third route relies on agents who did not meet Shirdi Sai Baba during 
his lifetime but who undertook narrativization of his life and philosophy 
for new and dispersed audiences in postcolonial India and worldwide. 
The severa! volumes published by Narasimha Swami, for example, have 
achieved wide cìrculation and acceptance by later writers.13 B.V. Narasimha 
Iyer (1874-1956), as he was initially known, was a civil lawyer, member of 
the Madras Legislative Councìl, and active member of the Home Rule and 
Non-Cooperation movements. In 1921, after severa! personal tragedies, 
he decided to look for a true teacher (sadguru). Through a chain of gurus 
including Ramana Maharshi at Tiruvannamalai, Narayan Maharaj, Upasni 
Maharaj, and Meher Baba, Narasimha Iyer carne to Shirdi in 1936, where he 
had a vision of Shirdi Baba. Transformed, he decided to take the message 

of Sai far beyond the bounds of Shirdi. In 1939, Narasimha Swami returned 
to Madras, opened the Ali-India Sai Samaj, and engaged in Sai publicity 
through lectures, incessant tours of the country, and a band of volunteers. 
He saw in Baba a universal guru and a living emblem of Hindu-Muslim 
unity; this was ideologically not far from the politica! milieu from which 
Narasimha Swami emerged including Non-Cooperation and the Khilafat 
movement when the cry was that Muslim and Hindu together would take 
on the Raj. 

The Sai Baba tempie in Mylapore, Madras, established in 1952-1953, was 

the first such institution associated wìth Narasimha Swami's AH-India Sai 
Samaj. In 1953, ritual consecration of the tempie occurred and in the 1970s, 
a murti of Baba was installed within (see Waghorne, this volume). The 
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hundreds of other Shirdi Sai Baba temples created in India after 1950 asso
ciated wìth the AB-India Sai Samaj mostly present a double-layered con
struction of Baba as guru. At the primary level are Baba's !ife circumstances 
and practices at Shirdi such as the production of ash from a perpetua! fire 
or his Sufi links. At the secondary leve! is a regimen of joint worship for dif
ferent communities that was cast in scriptural terms by Narasimha Swami 
through frequent references to the Bhagavad Gita, Adi Shankara, and the 
Vedas (e.g., Narasimha Swami 1965a). In practice, while joint worship is 
undertaken by devotees in urban temples in India, non-Hindu devotees are 
uncommon. In this route of transmission, therefore, Shirdi Sai Baba is freed 
from locality and his physical body; his Sufi heritage passes into a zone of 
cultura! amnesia; and his "ethereal body" (Narasimha Swami 1965b: 21) is 
conceptualized within classica! traditions of Hinduism. 

Although the Shirdi Sai Sansthan does not recognize any successor to 
Shirdi Sai Baba, the fourth route arises from the possibility that there might 
be a reincarnation of Baba, his charisma now embodied in another (Srinivas 
1999b). This route can be best traced to Sathyanarayana Raju (1926�2011), 
famously known as the global guru Sathya Sai Baba who was born of humble 
parentage in Puttaparthi village in Andhra Pradesh (Srinivas 2008).14 At the 
age of fourteen, he went through a prolonged period of "illness" and erratic 
behavior. On May 23, 1940, Sathya called his family to him and declared: 
"I am Sai Baba" (Kasturi 1968: 43). Devotees began to seek him out for 
spiritual guidance, his acts of healing and other miracles, and by 1950, a 
hermitage called Prashanti Nilayam was completed. 1957 was a watershed 
in Sathya Sai Baba's career: He left for a northern Indian tour of cities and 
sacred sites and his public role became more pan-Indian. On Guru Purnima 
day in 1963, he disclosed that his birth was in accordance with a boon given 
to the sage Bharadvaja: Shiva and Shakti would be born in the Bharadvaja 
lineage thrice-Shiva alone as Shirdi Sai Baba, Shiva and Shakti together at 
Puttaparthi as Sathya Sai Baba, and Shakti alone as Prema Sai.15 

Sathya Sai Baba's declaration made explicit links to Shaiva and Shakta 
traditions as well as divine androgyny. The reconstruction of Shirdi Sai 
Baba's memory should also be inserted into a larger institutional frame
work. Sathya Sai Baba's announcement accompanied the beginnings of 
a service (seva) organization: The First AH-India Conference of Sai Seva 
Organizations was held in 1967. At the First World Conference of Sathya 
Sai Seva Organizations in 1968, Baba announced that he was the embodi
ment of every divine entity and that he had come to establish eternal reli
gion or Sanatana Dharma. He also left for his first and only foreign trip, 
visiting eastern Africa. Severa! other institutions emerged through the 
active encouragement of Sathya Sai Baba and philanthropic contribu
tions by his devotees including men's and women's colleges founded in the 
1960s and 1970s and a university in 1981. Also significant were specialty 
hospitals in Puttaparthi (1991) and Bangalore (2001). In conjunction with 
his increasingly global role, while Sathya Sai Baba continued to refer to 
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locai and pan-Indian traditions and teachers, he also placed significance on 
Hinduism, Buddhism, Chrìstianity, Islam, Zoroastrianism, and Judaism. 

Repositories of Presence 

Founded as a fort-bazaar in the center of India's Deccan region in 1537, 
Bangalore has historically been part of significant Indian Ocean exchanges. 
Under Tipu Sultan 0750-1799), the "Tiger of Mysore" and strenuous oppo
nent of British power in South Asia, Bangalore appeared on many oceanic, 
military, diplomatic, and tradc maps. After the last Anglo-Mysore war in 
1799, thc presence ofthe British Cantonment to the east ofthe Old City with 
its soldiers, churches, merchants, railroads, and bungalows created other 

Indian Ocean networks. Known for its textile industry, the city expanded 
through publìc-sector industries, new industriai estates, housing exten
sions, and informai settlements after Indian independence in 1947, but even 
before the 1980s, Bangalore had a pool oftechnical and educational institu
tìons that led to its characterization as India's premier science city. By the 
end of the century, it had emerged as India's high-tech/bio-tech center. In 
the twenty-first century's neo-liberal landscape, with about thirteen million 
people, Bangalore is embedded within clearly identifiable global networks 
of science, aviation, finance, labor, and infrastructure. 

Across greater Bangalore today, some of the routes of transmission of 

Baba's charisma take materiai form as they do in sites globally.16 At least 
three centers in Bangalore are associated with Meher Baba, for instance, 
the oldest of whìch is the Universal Spiritual Center en route to Mysore 
founded by Meher Baba himself in 1939. For many devotees of Meher Baba 

today, Shirdi Sai Baba is a familiar name. Similarly, the Sathya Sai Baba 
movement's "roots" in Shirdi Sai Baba are reflected in the lived habitat of 
Brindavan (Sathya Sai Baba's second most important hermitage) in eastern 
Bangalore near the Export Promotion Industriai Park, but also in the ven
eration of both figures in devotional songs, homes of devotees, and altars in 
dozens of Sathya Sai Baba centers in the city (Srinivas 2008). 

Shirdi Sai Baba, however, is the sole focus of devotion on severa! roads 
and highways of Bangalore city where at least twenty well-known reposito
ries exist, although many more informa! sites mark and produce space for 
devotees and passers-by. I have encountered the saint's presence in devo
tional groups functioning out of people's homes; seen de-facto temples in 
informa! settlements across the city; and found his form on exterior walls, 
on advertisements for legai services and astrologers, and in three-wheeled 
autorickshaws. These presentations are entwined with everyday lives and 
spiritual quests and intersect with the institutional, infrastructural, and 
materiai histories of different urban locations (see also Jeychandran, Larios, 
Roberts and Roberts, Vicziany, Waghorne, this volume).17 As repositories of 
Baba's presence, they are also habitations of religious memory and locations 
in which his image is mobilized. 
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Quotidian and ritual activities of devotees meet in such places but also, 
as in the shrine in the film with which we began, these sites are unfinished 
forms open to the future. In what follows, I discuss three locations and 
their repositories in Bangalore that I studied at different times. Indeed, I 
returned to them in 2020 after a lapse of between ten and twenty-five years 

to analyze their spatial and tempora! changes. Significantly, my last visit 
was undertaken in very constrained conditions due to the global COVID-

19 pandemie that put Bangalore city into lockdown along with the rest of 
India from the end of March 2020. As conditions eased in June and July 
the same year, I could visit the sites, but the pandemie affected what ques
tions I could ask, where I could go, and what was or was not open to the 
public. Nevertheless, the "socia! lives of shrines" approach in this chapter 
reveals the processual sense of piace and praxis implied in spatio-religious 
refabulations. 

Anthill, Cement, Granite 

Rupena Agrahara's Shirdi Sai Baba shrines in southern Bangalore are asso
ciated with Shivamma Thayee (1891-1994), a female renouncer and devo
tee of Shirdi Sai Baba who achieved locai rather than pan-Indian repute.18 

Born to an agriculturist family ofGounders in Coimbatore district ofTamil 
Nadu, Rajamma (as she was called) met Baba in 1906 when he visited a 
village close to Coimbatore town with her uncle. While it is widely believed 
that Baba never left the Shirdi area after he carne to reside there, Rajamma 
stated that he stayed in that village for two days. He also initiated her with 

the Gayatri mantra and predicted that she would be a great soul. Rajamma 
visited Baba in 1908 at his mosque. She describes him as about six feet tall 
with long hands, fair in skin-color, possessing a sharp nose, and deep blue 
eyes that shone penetratingly. Baba spoke to her in Tamil. 

Rajamma's continued absorption in her guru, whom she regarded as an 
incarnati on of Shiva and Dattatreya, finally led to her husband abandoning 
her. Later on, her son died in a motor accident and Rajamma felt that Baba 
had freed her from all family attachments. In 1917, Baba gave her the name 
by which she is known today and ordered her to go to Bangalore and found 
a hermitage in his name. She lived for several years in a remote corner of 
the city begging for alms. One Narayan Reddy gifted land to her in Rupena 
Agrahara, then an isolated tract distant from the urbanizing center, where 
Shivamma Thayee did penance for about twelve years. Persuaded by devo
tees to end her strenuous penance, she then turned her attention to the her
mitage, started a primary school, founded temples dedicated to Baba, and 
extended her blessings as a guru in her own right to the many who began to 
gather around her. 

The remote, rural, and forested land on the urban periphery at that time 
was reflected when an "anthill" covered her entire body during her pen
ance and a cobra would come and sit on her matted locks of hair. These 
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anthills are typically associated with Nagas (naga is "serpent" in Sanskrit), 
who also appear in Buddhism and Jainism, but it is Shiva who is often con

sidered lord of the Nagas and wears a cobra around his neck.19 Naga stones 
(naga kallu) associated with fecundity and fertility are placed under trees in 

South India and present Nagas as half human (top) and half snake (bottom). 

They are usually carved from basalt, which is found abundantly in this 
region. The significance of Shiva, Nagas, and Shirdi Sai Baba will become 

apparent shortly. 
When I first visited Rupena Agrahara in December 2000 (see Srinivas 2002, 

2008), I drove by car through busy traffic on the Intermediate Ring Road to 

Hosur Road and its markets. Once I took the turnoff to Rupena Agrahara, 
the road became uneven and bumpy, and the area appeared more like a vil
lage settlement. In a shady area with trees were a Lingayat cemetery, a few 
houses, a school, and the Shirdi shrines (Figure 4.1). The earliest image of 
Shirdi Sai Baba (date of installation undear) was at Shivamma Thayee's resi
dence as a foot-tall silver murti seated on and crowned by a cobra considered 
the "Naga Sai" form. Another murti dating from 1970 lay in a cement temple. 
As a focus of festivals every year, this murti was similar to the one at Shirdi 

but realized in black stone (see also Figure I.8, Introduction), probably basalt 
long used for religious sculpture in India. With large white painted eyes, the 
murti looked like locai goddess images in this area (for example, Mariamma) 
or other village deities. On either side of the black Baba were images in 

Figure 4.1 Rupena Agrahara, Bangalore, India, 2000. 

Source: Photograph by Smriti Srinivas. 
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Figure 4.2 Shirdi Sai Baba murti in black stone, Rupena Agrahara, Bangalore, 
India, 2000. 

Source: Photograph by Smriti Srinivas. 

Figure 4. 3 Shirdi Sai Baba as a standing fakir in white marble, Rupena Agrahara, 
Bangalore, India 2000. 

Source: Photograph by Smriti Srinivas. 
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similar material of Ganesha and Subrahmanya, Shiva's sons (Figure 4.2). 
In 2000, behind the altar were photographs of Shivamma Thayee and a sign 

that asked, "Why fear when I am here?" Shivamma Thayee was buried in a 

chamber under the sanctum with a finga (aniconic symbol of Shiva) above 
her tomb. Unlike the Naga/goddess/Shaiva valence of the first two sites was 
the last image in a minì-shrine-a white marble murti of Baba as a standing 

fakir that Shivamma Thayee installed in 1989 based upon dream instruc
tions from Baba (Figure 4.3). 

Twenty years later, the shrines remained closed because of the global pan

demie even though the Karnataka government had announced that reli

gious institutions might reopen while observing safety precautions. I was 
only able to visit the shrines through the temple website and recent photo

graphs posted online. I used Google satellite maps to visualize the changes 

the area had undergone between my first and current visits. 

The shrines were now enclosed within a gated tempie complex called the 

Sri Shìrdi Sadguru Saìbaba Mutt. While the Naga Sai ìmage (Figure 4.4) 
remained more or less the same in Shìvamma Thayee's small home, the 

mini-shrine of the white marble fakir-Baba did not exist anymore.2(1 The

tempie of the black Baba was no longer a simple square concrete room but 

Figure 4.4 Naga Sai murti of Shirdi Sai Baba, Sri Shirdi Sadguru Saibaba Mutt, 
Bangalore (Bengaluru), India, 2021. 

Source: Photograph by Shri Venkata Raju. priest of the temple, via Santhipriya (alias N.R. 
Jayaram). 
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Figure 4. 5 Black stone murti of Shirdi Sai Baba, Sri Shirdi Sadguru Sai ba ba Mutt, 
Bangalore (Bengaluru), India, 2021. 

Source: Photograph by Shri Venkata Raju, priest of the temple, via Santhipriya (alias N.R. 
Jayaram). 

entered through a large hall where a seated Nandi looked toward the sanc
tum. The temple also included images of nine planets (navagraha) meant for 
worship by devotees. The pillared sanctum area was enclosed by railings 
and Baba, still flanked by Ganesha and Subrahmanya, sat on polished gran
ite (Figure 4.5). Shivamma Thayee's picture and others had been replaced 
by a polished granite wall. While the complex retained its Shaiva connec
tions, during festival time these central images were garlanded, seated on 
a throne like Hindu deities, and had lost their rural character. Outside the 
gate, most of the trees had disappeared and the immediate area around it 
was crowded with houses, apartments, shops, a police station, two hospital 
buildings, a clinic, and a government school. The area had become a dense, 
largely lower middle-class community on Bangalore's outskirts en route to 
the hyper-urbanized "Electronic City." 

The Mosque in a Niche and a Hinduized Tempie in the City 

Unlike Rupena Agrahara's rural origins, the Shirdi Sai Baba shrine in 
Cambridge Layout (also known as Someshvarapura) emerged in an 
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already busy resìdentìal neighborhood dating from the 1960s in eastern 
Bangalore. In its current lifetime, its archìtecturat design has undergone 
three maìn changes. Six devotees, most of them Tamil-speakers from the 
Defense Accounts head office in Pune city in Maharashtra, were ìnstru
mental in its inception. After their retirement, they settled in Bangalore 
and purchased a plot in 1968 to hold a one-room shrine with an iconic 
picture of Baba (details are not known). In 1980, thcy joined forces with 
three businessmen (a Tamil-speaker, a Sindhi, and a Marwari), \Vho had 
vowed to build a tempie after visiting Shirdi in the 1970s. Their efforts led 
to the construction of a tempie in 1985 that became affiliated with the AH
India Sai Samaj ofNarasimha Swami. In 2020, the temple's form morphed 
yet again. 

When I first researched the temple in its second manifestation in 
1994 1995 (Srinìvas 1999a, 2002, 2008), it had two levels (Figure 4.6). Below 
the level of the road in a large empty room was a niche in the wall that held 
a picture of Baba in white clothes, a fakir sitting in Dvarkamai mosque. 
When the lower floor was under construction, a devo tee named Vimala Rai 
made a pilgrimage to Shirdi where the priest told her that he had received 
dream instructìons to give the picture to the Bangalorc tempie. T he level of 
the temple that most people visìted lay a floor above the road and contained 
a white marble murti of Baba (similar to the one in Shirdi) that priests daìly 

Figure 4.6 Cambridge Layout Shirdi Sai Baba tempie. Bangalore. lndia, 1995. 

Source: Photograph by Smrìtì Srìnivas. 
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Figure 4.11 Shirdi Sai Baba quasi-shrine on 100 Feet Road, HAL 2nd Stage, 
Bangalore (Bengaluru), India, 2020. 

Source: Photograph by Smrìti Srinìvas. 

When I stopped at the shrine, a curious watchman appeared and we 
conversed in Hindustani muffi.ed by our masks. While the upscale stores 
were open, the pandemie had dampened consumer interest, and hardly 
anyone was around. The gentleman informed me that normally a priest 
from Assam performed rituals daily at 6:30 AM and changed Baba's 
clothes but because of the COVID-19 lockdown, he, like millions of 
migrants across India, had made the arduous journey back to his home, 
either fleeing from or being forced to leave the city. The shrine belonged to 
the adjacent commerciai building owned by a South Indian businessman; 
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and institutions.5 In other parts of Mumbai, religious practices bind Kolis 

to non-Koli residents. In the Koliwada of Worli, for example, an impor
tant Sufi dargah (grave) lies between the old Portuguese fort and the sea. 
During the Mumbai riots of December 1992, the Koli Muslim caretaker of 

the dargah was supported by dozens of Koli women who defended the site 
against a group of Shiv Sena youth attcmpting to burn it down (Vicziany 

et al. 2013). 
Kolis venerating Shirdi Sai Baba were first encountered during inter

views with twenty-seven Koli pilgrims to the Ekveera Tempie in 2008.6 We 

hoped to determine the extent to which Kolis stili follow villagc goddesses 
(gramdevi) in additìon to Ekveera Devi, the clan goddess (kulvadevi). Nearly 
half said that Koli mother goddesses were the main deities of their villages. 

Some said that Khandoba was the main deity along with Ekveera, while a 
few named only Khandoba.7 One-third reported that incarnations of Shiva 

and Vishnu werc the primary deitics of their villages and a further nineteen 
percent said that their villages had no main deity. Many also told us that 
they had a persona! deity or guru to whom they prayed each day: A third of 

Koli pilgrims interviewed named Shirdi Sai Baba, while five more identified 
other gurus including Swami Samartha, a nineteenth-century guru in the 

Dattatreya tradition (see Deak, Rigopoulos, this volume). 
The Worli Koliwada is typical of Mumbai's Koli settlements because 

cottage-industry offshore fishing has increasingly contracted as the main 
source of employment, and less than forty percent of Koli households still 

depend on fishing. Traditional employment has suffered much more in 
Bhandup Koliwada and only employs two percent ofhouseholds. In Dharavi 

Koliwada, fishing collapsed during the 1970s when urban development land
locked the area.8 Large commerciai fishing trawlers and related industriai 
practices, environmental degradation, and urban encroachment have all 
had detrimental effects on Koli communities. By contrast, small-scale fish

ing in Versova remains vibrant and commercially successful, where about 
4000 Koli households generate some Rs. 400 crores (US$54.3 million) annu
ally from fishing and related employment (Lewis 2017 ). Machimar Nagar, 
the Koliwada on Cuffe Parade, Colaba, is less commercially successful, but 
locai leaders report that about seventy percent of men and women are stili 
involved in fishing, a statement substantiated by a report by the Mumbai 
Transformation Support Unit (2015).9 

The commerciai success of Versova and Machimar Nagar (Figure 5.1) 
depends on traditional boats as well as diesel-powered vessels and refriger
ation for longer expeditions out to sea. Yet sustaining the remnants oflocal 
fishing is a never-ending struggle exacerbated by new marketing networks 
developed by non-Koli merchants. Massive infrastructure developments 
such as the western coastal road and realization of an immense Shivaji murti 
also now threaten residential land and fish breeding grounds on which the 
livelihoods ofKolis in Versova and Machimar Nagar depend.lll 
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